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Since my 8th grade year, BBYO has been my passion. My time in AZA is short, and I want to 
make the most of it, for myself and those around me. I will put all of my heart into making this 
year Lonestar’s best yet. The idea that an average group of teens could get serious and make 
a difference in the world amazes me, that we go the extra mile to act on our words instead of 
just saying them. I consider myself very qualified and experienced in all aspects of BBYO. I 
have held numerous board and steering positions, and I take every opportunity I can to make 
myself a better leader. One thing I pride myself on is going above and beyond on every task 
that is presented to me. I believe that the quality of our work reflects the quality of our order. 
I will never forget my first event, how much I loved it, how I left with a feeling of satisfaction 
and countless memories. If you elect me as your 32rd regional S’gan, I will do whatever is 
possible to help every one of you leave your BBYO experiences with the same feeling.  
Sincerely, 
 

CAPTAL AZA #2548 -Dedicated member of capital (2014-life) 
-Attended nearly all events (2014-2018*) 
-Member of AIT chair committee (2014) 
-Chapter Shaliach (2015) 
-Planned havdallah at Mount Bonnell (2015) 
-Co led the interfaith Seder committee (2015) 
-Contributed to Lauren Hoffman Shabbat (2015) 
-Contributed to MLK Jr. stand up (2015) 
-Introduced 2-3 members to Capital 
-Chapter S’gan (2015) 
-Planned stand-UP overnight 
-Made agendas for chapter meetings 
-Educated and mentored S’gan Sheni   
 

 
LONESTAR REGION 

#73 
-Attended regional MIT/AIT (2014, 2015*) 
-Attended regional convention (2014, 2015*) 
-Attended regional Kallah (2014, 2015, 2016*) 
-Regional chair network (2015) 
-Member of Kallah steering (2015) 
-Planned and led a service at Kallah (2015) 
-Helped lead a rotation during the Kallah kibbutz fair (2015)  
-Member of MIT/AIT steering (2015) 
-Planned and led a program at MIT/AIT (2015) 
-Member of Regional convention steering (2015) 
-Planned and led a service  at regionals (2015) 
-SCC steering committee (2015) 
 

 
THE INTERNATIONAL 

ORDER OF THE 
ALEPH ZADIK ALEPH 

-Attended CLTC 1 (2015) 
-Mock chapter S’gan (2015) 
-Contributed to and oversaw a mock speak up and athletic 
program (2015) 
-Contributed to a t-shirt selling fundraiser which made $415 
(2015) 
-Contributed to a Shabbat service (2015) 
-Attended IC (2016*) 
-Attended ILTC (2016*) 
-Attended International Kallah (2016*) 

 

NOAM BENAVI 
 

IS CAUCUSING FOR THE HIGH AND HONORABLE POSITION OF 
 

ALEPH S’GAN 
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PROGRAMMING 

COMMUNICATION 

 

REGIONAL CONVENTION 

                                                                                                                     

“In order to succeed, we must first believe that we can”!
-Nikos Kazantzakis 

-Have an inter-regional event with NTO, to pave the way for more events in the 
future and a closer relationship with our lost brothers 
-Make the kickoff dance a region-wide event. 
-Create a regional league for fantasy basketball and football. 
-Plan a regional camping trip during spring break at a Texas state park. 
-Organize a regional photography contest (with regional Mazkir), where AZA’s and 
BBG’s would submit their best pictures from events. 
-Revitalize bro/sis and chapter conventions. 
-Create a chapter program of the month award (for cup points). 
-Encourage chapters to use a non-board member committee for at least one event. 
-Plan and execute AZA stand-up week (with regional Shaliach). 
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-Call my counterparts once a week. During the calls, I will ask for updates on 
upcoming programs, and ask if they need any assistance. 
-At every counter part meeting, I will introduce a new programming strategy, and 
describe it in depth.  
-I will look at all programs written by my counterparts, and offer ways to improve 
them. 
-Create a personalized plan and set of goals with my counterpart chapter. 
-Create a list of preliminary chapter program ideas, to give my counterparts a 
starting point to build on. 
-Create a regional website with the regional Mazkir, where members could give 
feedback on regional programs. 
-Teach counterparts to utilize dashboard, the program bank, and other BBYO 
resources. 
-Create a set of goals for each term with my counterpart chapter. 
 

-Reorganize regional life, so that no 2 people speak at the same time, and all 
speakers get the individual attention that they deserve. 
-plan a movie night on the last night, where movies would be projected all night, and 
participants could sleep in the grand pavilion. 
-Make sure that day of impact rotations are diverse, addressing multiple issues and 
involving different kinds of service/awareness. 
-Have shotares crack down on talking/disruption during regional elections 
-Do a program to promote summer experiences 
 


